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Abstract

Background: Social disparities in cancer survival have been demonstrated in Australia
despite a universal healthcare insurance system. Colorectal cancer is common, and reasons
for survival disparities related to socioeconomic status need to be investigated and
addressed. The aim is to evaluate the current Australian literature concerning the impact of
socioeconomic status on colorectal cancer survival and stage at presentation.
Methods: A systematic search of PUBMED, EMBASE, SCOPUS and Clarivate Web of
Science databases from January 2010 to March 2022 was performed. Studies investigating
the impact of socioeconomic status on colorectal stage at presentation or survival in
Australia were included. Data were extracted on author, year of publication, state or territory
of origin, patient population, other exposure variables, outcomes and findings and
adjustments made.
Results: Of the 14 articles included, the patient populations examined varied in size from
207 to 100 000+ cases. Evidence that socioeconomic disadvantage was associated with
poorer survival was demonstrated in eight of 12 studies. Evidence of effect on late stage at
presentation was demonstrated in two of seven studies. Area-level measures were com-
monly used to assess socioeconomic status, with varying indices utilized.
Conclusion: There is limited evidence that socioeconomic status is associated with
late-stage at presentation. More studies provide evidence of an association between socio-
economic disadvantage and poorer survival, especially larger studies utilizing less
clinically-detailed cancer registry data. Further investigation is required to analyse why
socioeconomic disadvantage may be associated with poorer survival.

Introduction

Social inequalities in cancer are a global phenomenon with dispar-
ities existing within as well as between countries. In general, data
suggest that a social gradient for cancer outcomes exists, with most
disadvantaged communities having higher incidence and increased
mortality for many types of cancer.1,2 Further research into which
components of socioeconomic inequalities might contribute to
poorer outcomes is required in order to inform public health policy
and to target areas that are likely to lead to improved cancer out-
comes. Socioeconomic advantage and disadvantage is a complex
concept that has multiple domains; in broad terms it is defined by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) as ‘people’s access to
material and social resources, and their ability to participate in

society’.3 An individual’s position in society, occupation, education
and income can influence healthcare status from early in life.4

As of 2021 in Australia, colorectal cancer is the fourth most
common cancer with an aged-standardized rate of 49.7 cases per
100 000 persons. It is the second leading cause of cancer-related
deaths, and has the third highest cancer expenditure nationally.5,6

Disparities in cancer survival between the least and most socially
disadvantaged groups have been demonstrated for colorectal can-
cer, despite a universal health insurance scheme in Australia.5,7–9

The disparity in cancer survival by socioeconomic status is likely
to be multifactorial. Possible cancer-specific factors could include
increased tumour aggressiveness or decreased host response,
which could be related to risk factor exposure, general health or
lifestyle issues. Possible non-cancer-specific factors could include
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decreased uptake, availability and quality of investigations and

treatments.2

Cancer stage at diagnosis is an independent factor for survival;
5-year relative survival is high (98.6%) for early-stage colorectal
cancer but decreases to 71% for locally advanced stage, and 13%
for metastatic stage.10 Evaluating if socioeconomic status has an
effect on cancer stage at diagnosis, as one of the potential contribut-
ing factors in the association between lower socioeconomic status
and colorectal cancer survival, has implications for health service
provision. The evidence, however, of an association between socio-
economic status and cancer stage at diagnosis within Australia is
inconsistent.11 There is varying evidence among different countries
on the contribution of cancer stage at diagnosis to the effect of
socioeconomic disparities on cancer survival.12 In Australia, analy-
sis by Afshar et al. found that stage at diagnosis did not fully
account for differences in survival by socioeconomic status.12 One
of the challenges of investigating the relationship between cancer
stage at diagnosis and socioeconomic disadvantage on a population
level is the relative lack of detailed staging information in
population-based cancer registries, which could explain why find-
ings are inconsistent among different data sources.13,14

Rather than information derived from individual patients, area-
level indices are frequently used to capture relative socioeconomic
advantages or disadvantages. Within a certain geographic area,
these indices are based on an aggregate of various measures, such
as average household income, rate of unemployment, the highest
level of education and number of unskilled workers. The Socioeco-
nomic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA) scores are commonly used area-
level measures of socioeconomic status in Australia. There are four
different SEIFA indices: IRSD (Index of relative socioeconomic
disadvantage), IRSAD (Index of relative socioeconomic advantage
and disadvantage), IER (Index of economic resources) and IEO
(Index of education and occupation). Currently, the smallest geo-
graphic area unit measured consists of an average of 400 people.3

SEIFA scores using larger geographical areas such as local govern-
ment area (LGA), postal area (postcode) or suburb are aggregated
from population-weighted averages from the smallest base area
unit. Previously, the smallest base area unit used was census collec-
tion district (CD), which was composed of about 200 dwellings and
varied more in population size and character.15

The objective of this scoping review was to map and summarize
the literature on the topic of socioeconomic status and its impact on
colorectal cancer in Australia, specifically its impact on cancer
stage at presentation and cancer survival. A preliminary search for
pre-existing scoping reviews on this topic has been conducted on
MEDLINE with no results returned.

Methods

This methodology of this scoping review was based on the structure
proposed by the Joanna Brigg’s Institute (JBI) scoping review
methodology group and developed according to the PRISMA-Scr
guidelines.16,17 A review protocol was registered on the Open Sci-
ences Framework (osf.io), registration DOI: 10.17605/OSF.
IO/5F8AS.

Search strategy

A systematic search was conducted using the databases PUBMED,
Elsevier EMBASE, Elsevier SCOPUS and Clarivate Web of Sci-
ence to identify studies that examine the impact of socioeconomic
disparities in cancer presentation, cancer outcomes and cancer sur-
vival in Australian adults. Different combinations of the following
search terms, keywords and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
were used in combination with Boolean operators: Socioeconomic
status OR socioeconomic factors; Colorectal cancer OR colorectal
neoplasms; Australia.

Studies published from 2010 to current were included, as studies
conducted prior to this were felt to be less relevant given changes
in measures of area-level socioeconomic status over time, and also
advances in screening and treatments for colorectal cancer in that
time period. Reference lists from selected articles were reviewed to
ensure additional relevant studies were identified and included. Eli-
gible studies were peer-reviewed English language articles that
were conducted in Australia, with the main exposure variable being
socioeconomic status or disparity, and main outcome being stage of
cancer presentation and survival. Review articles were excluded.
The date of the most recent search was 1 March 2022.

Selection of articles

All references identified through the database searches were
exported to Endnote X9 citation software. After data extraction and
removal of duplicates, screening of titles and abstracts was com-
pleted by two reviewers (N.T. and I.H.); full text of selected studies
that met inclusion and exclusion criteria was read to assess for rele-
vance to the aim of this scoping review. Any ambiguity or disagree-
ment during the selection process was resolved through discussion
or consultation with a third reviewer (A.S.).

Charting of data

Data extraction was conducted by the first author using a prelimi-
nary data charting table designed for this review. Information col-
lated included author, year of publication, origin (state or territory),
aims, study population, cancer streams investigated, methodology
including type of socioeconomic measure used (area-level or
individual-level measures, SEIFA index used), type of cancer stag-
ing used and key findings.

Results

Study selection

The initial literature search identified 187 articles after
deduplication. After initial screening of title and abstracts, 144 stud-
ies were excluded. Of the remaining 43 studies, 14 were included
in the final analysis. The Prisma-Scr flow diagram is demonstrated
in Figure 1.

Study characteristics

A summary of the articles analysed is charted in Table 1. Of the
14 articles, seven were based on data from New South Wales
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(NSW), three from Victoria, three from Queensland and one from
South Australia. The impact of socioeconomic status on survival
outcomes was investigated in 12 articles whereas stage at diagnosis
was the primary outcome assessed in seven articles, with two fur-
ther studies assessing stage as a secondary outcome. Individual-
level measures of socioeconomic status were only utilized in one
study conducted by Yu et al. (highest level of education attain-
ment), all others used various area-level socioeconomic status mea-
sures. The most common SEIFA index used as an area-level
measure of socioeconomic status was the index of relative socio-
economic disadvantage (IRSD). In general, smaller, hospital-based
studies tended to use postcode as the geographic area unit for
whichever SEIFA index was used, whereas studies using state-
based cancer registry data used smaller geographic area units for
the SEIFA index employed.

Five studies examined multiple cancer streams with sub-group
data for colorectal cancer, nine studies pertained only to colorectal
cancer. In terms of data sources, the majority of studies used state-

based cancer registry data, three were based on single institution
clinical data and one used patient survey data (45 and Up prospec-
tive survey study22). The patient populations examined varied sub-
stantially and ranged from a cohort of 207 patients to over 100 000
cases. Three studies only investigated patients who had undergone
surgical resection for colorectal cancer, and one study focused on
patients with locally advanced rectal cancer who required neo-
adjuvant radiotherapy.18–21

Study findings (impact of socioeconomic status
on stage at presentation and survival)

A summary of the results is presented in Figure 2. In general, larger
studies utilizing cancer registry information and data linkage dem-
onstrated an effect of socioeconomic deprivation on survival. Evi-
dence that socioeconomic disadvantage was associated with poorer
survival was demonstrated in eight studies.2,7,9,11,14,22,23,25,26

Smaller, single institution studies did not demonstrate any effect of
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Fig. 1. Prisma-Scr flow diagram.
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Table 1 Characteristics of included studies on impact of socioeconomic status on colorectal cancer in Australia, 2010–2022

Author, year, state
or territory

Cancer stream Data sources Population, year
of diagnosis

Exposures Outcomes Adjustments

Ngoo et al., 202018

QLD
Rectal cancer
Patients requiring
neoadjuvant
therapy and
resection

Single institution
clinical database

207 patients
2007–2017

Type of
neoadjuvant
therapy

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographical
remoteness

5-year cancer specific
survival and
recurrence-free
survival

Local recurrence

Demographics
Pathology

Pasch et al.,
202119

NSW

Colorectal cancer
Surgical resection
patients

Single institution
clinical database
linked to death
index

405 patients
2011–2019

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographical
remoteness

5-year overall survival
Stage at presentation

Demographics
Pathology
Stage

Barclay et al., 201520

VIC
Colorectal cancer Single institution

hospital records
557 patients
2005–2010

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Demographic
factors

Stage at presentation
Overall survival

Demographics
Pathology
Stage
Type of surgery

Macdermid et al.,
202121

NSW

Colorectal cancer
Surgical resection
patients

CONCRETES
database, 6
hospital clinical
database of
colorectal cancer
resections linked
with death
index data

1596 patients
2010–2016

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Stage at presentation
Cancer-specific and

all-cause 5-year
survival

Kaplan Meir
analysis matched
for age and birth
country

Yu et al., 202122

NSW
Colorectal cancer 45 and Up

prospective survey
study linked to
NSW cancer
registry and other
admin. Databases

1720 participants
2006–2009

Individual and
area-level
socioeconomic
status

Patient, lifestyle,
disease and
treatment
factors

Cancer-specific
survival

Demographics
Patient factors
Lifestyle factors
Treatment factors

Afshar et al., 202123

VIC
Colon cancer Victorian cancer

registry linked to
Victorian death
index

2203 patients
2008–2011

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

1-and 5-year net
survival

Demographics
Comorbidities
Stage
Treatment

Beckmann et al.,
201614

SA

Colorectal cancer SA cancer registry
linked to hospital
admin. and clinical
data and
radiotherapy
registry

4641 patients
2003–2008

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographical
remoteness

Colorectal cancer-
specific survival

Stage at presentation

Demographics
Pathology
Year of diagnosis
Geographic
remoteness

Comorbidities
Treatment

Baade et al., 201124

QLD
Colorectal cancer QLD cancer registry 18 561 patients

1997–2007
Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographic
remoteness

Advanced stage at
presentation (Stage
III-IV)

Demographics
Year of diagnosis
Geographic
remoteness

Cancer type
Baade et al., 20139

QLD
Colorectal cancer QLD cancer registry 22 727 patients

1997–2007
Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographic
remoteness

5-year overall survival
5-year colorectal

cancer specific
survival

Demographics
Pathology

Tervonen et al.,
201725

NSW

Multiple cancer
streams

NSW cancer registry 264 236 cases
39 728 colorectal
cancer cases

2000–2008

Area-level
socioeconomic
status, different
area units

Distant summary
stage at diagnosis

Risk of cancer death
(Sub-hazard ratio)

Demographics
Geographic
remoteness

Stage
Cancer site

Afshar et al., 20202

VIC
Multiple cancer
streams

VIC cancer registry 331 419 patients
44 483 colorectal
cancer patients

2001–2015

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

5-year net survival
Excess risk of death

from cancer
diagnosis

Demographics
Year of diagnosis

Stanbury et al.,
20167

NSW

Multiple cancer
streams

NSW central cancer
registry

377 493 cases
72 486 colorectal
cancer cases

1991–2008

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

5-year relative (net)
survival

Demographics
Year of follow up
SEIFA quintile
Stage

699 382 cases Demographics
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socioeconomic deprivation on stage or cancer survival.18–20 Vari-
ous methodologies were used to determine survival, which included
overall survival, relative or net survival and cancer-specific
survival.

The impact of socioeconomic status on stage at presentation was
inconsistent, and only two large studies from NSW demonstrated
that socioeconomic disadvantage was associated with an increased
odds of distant summary staging at diagnosis (where distant stage
is defined as tumours that have ‘extended to distant lymph nodes or
sites’) (Fig. 2).11,25 Both studies showing an effect on stage used
the SEIFA IRSD index and statistical local area (SLA) as the geo-
graphic area unit. One study compared the smallest geographic area
unit (CD) to SLA and found that socioeconomic disadvantage was
associated with higher odds of distant stage at diagnosis, but the
effect was greater when the smaller, less heterogenous area unit
was used (OR 1.27 (95% CI 1.16–1.38) vs. OR 1.24 (95% CI
1.14–1.36)).25 Another large study of 18, 561 patients based in
Queensland did not show an effect of area-level socioeconomic dis-
advantage on advanced stage at presentation, however, had a differ-
ent definition of advanced stage which included locally advanced
and metastatic stage together (advanced stage defined as TNM
group Stage III–IV, where early stage was defined as TNM group
Stage I–II).24

Discussion

This scoping review of the impact of socioeconomic status on colo-
rectal cancer in Australia has identified studies mostly focused on
assessing outcomes of advanced stage at presentation or cancer sur-
vival. In Australia, there is more evidence supporting an association
between lower socioeconomic status and poorer cancer survival for
colorectal cancer. Only two studies in NSW demonstrated an effect
of socioeconomic deprivation on advanced stage at presentation
where more socioeconomically deprived patients had an increased
likelihood of presenting with metastatic disease. These two studies
had large populations (39 000 and 107 000 cases), and used a small
geographic area unit in their measurement of area-level socioeco-
nomic status. Smaller, single institution studies, did not

demonstrate an effect of socioeconomic deprivation on stage at pre-
sentation or survival, despite more detailed clinical data.

There are many underlying factors that potentially contribute to
why socioeconomic deprivation can be associated with poorer sur-
vival or later-stage presentation in colorectal cancer. These factors
should be examined and identified to seek areas for intervention, and
to ensure that cancer interventions reduce disparities in outcomes.1

Broadly speaking these can be classified into patient factors, disease
factors and treatment factors. Once colorectal cancer has already
developed, patient factors that could be related to lower socioeco-
nomic status such as comorbidities, overall health and life-style related
risk factors, host response to cancer as well as health-seeking behav-
iours and health literacy may impact outcomes. Disease factors such
as tumour stage have not been demonstrated to contribute to the
socioeconomic disparity in survival in Australia in studies which have
adjusted for this variable, though it may be a partially contributing
factor in studies from England and New Zealand.23,27,28 Differences
in tumour biology and aggressiveness relating to socioeconomic dep-
rivation may be difficult to directly assess. Variation in uptake, avail-
ability and quality of investigations and treatments could also be an
underlying factor in outcome differences. For example, patients from
lower socioeconomic groups are more likely to have a longer wait to
starting adjuvant chemotherapy.29 The influence of geographic
remoteness on the same mediating factors also needs to be taken into
account independent of and related to socioeconomic status, highlight-
ing the complex interplay of individual and social determinants of
health.9,30–32

There is evidence for lower uptake of colorectal cancer screening
in patient populations with a lower education level, lower income,
and non-English speaking backgrounds.33 Ananda et al. investigated
the initial impact of the NBCSP in 2009, 3 years after its implementa-
tion, and highlighted that those from more disadvantaged areas were
less likely to participate.34 The National Bowel Cancer Screening Pro-
gram (NBCSP) commenced in 2006 with a staged roll-out (completed
in 2020) inviting all eligible participants aged 50–74 for biennial fae-
cal occult blood test (FOBT) screening.33 The screening participation
rate for people from least disadvantaged areas was 45.9% compared
with 40.5% for patients from most disadvantaged areas, with an over-
all screening participation rate of 43.5% in the 2018–2019 time

Table 1 Continued

Author, year, state
or territory

Cancer stream Data sources Population, year
of diagnosis

Exposures Outcomes Adjustments

Tervonen et al.,
201611

NSW

Multiple cancer
streams

NSW central cancer
registry

107 852
colorectal
cases

1980–2009

Area-level
socioeconomic
status

Geographic
remoteness

Country of birth

Distant summary
stage at diagnosis

Diagnostic time
period

Cancer site

Stanbury et al.,
201626

NSW

Multiple cancer
streams

NSW central cancer
registry linked to
death index

176 322† cases
1999–2008

Area-level
socioeconomic
status, size of
geographic
area unit

5-year relative (net)
survival

Demographics
Stage
SEIFA quintile

†Denotes number of cases in total from 10 different cancer streams, no breakdown of colorectal cancer numbers.

Ordered by number of colorectal cancer cases, smallest to largest. NSW, New South Wales; QLD, Queensland; SA, South Australia; SEIFA, Socioeconomic Indexes
for Areas; VIC, Victoria.
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period.33,35 Half of the papers included in this review have studied
patient populations in the time period that predate the NBCSP. None
of the papers in this review were able to measure screening participa-
tion rates in the patient populations studied. As a potential mediating

or influencing variable on the impact of socioeconomic status on stage
at diagnosis or cancer survival, FOBT screening and colonoscopic
participation would be difficult to directly assess as it is not mandatory
to report NBCSP colonoscopies.33

Fig. 2. Heat map of evidence associated with socioeconomic deprivation on stage and survival. SEIFA (Socioeconomic indexes for areas) indices: IRSD
(Index of relative socioeconomic disadvantage), IRSAD (Index of relative socioeconomic advantage and disadvantage), IEO (Index of education and occupa-
tion), IER (Index of economic resources). SEIFA geographic unit: 1–5 (smallest to largest geographic area unit). 1 = census collection district or statistical
area level 1, 2 = statistical local area or statistical area level 2, 3 = local government area, 4 = postal area, 5 = suburb. Effect on stage or survival: No
effect Effect Not assessed. † Denotes number of cases in total from 10 different cancer streams, no breakdown of colorectal cancer num-
bers.2,7,9,11,14,18–26
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The differences in findings in the various studies could be due to
several reasons. The varying definitions and measurement of socio-
economic status present a challenge. Individual-level measures such
as financial resources, education and occupation are difficult to
attain on a large scale (this scoping review has only identified one
such study using these). Area-level indices such as SEIFA scores
have several limitations. Importantly, an individual’s socioeco-
nomic status may not be represented by the aggregate data about
the area they reside in, and assumptions of outcomes based on these
area-level measures may lead to ecological fallacy. Additionally,
the larger the geographic area unit used (such as postcode or LGA),
the more heterogeneity within the study population; studies com-
paring the geographic area unit used in area-level socioeconomic
indices have demonstrated misclassification of individuals using a
larger area unit to measure socioeconomic status, with diminished
effect on outcomes.25,26 A confounding issue in the studies identi-
fied is that the smaller, more clinically-detailed studies used larger
geographic area units (most commonly residential postcode which
is easier to obtain), while paradoxically the larger studies with less
clinical detail used a SEIFA index with a smaller geographic
area unit.

While SEIFA scores are one way to measure socioeconomic sta-
tus, they do not include an assessment of access to infrastructure or
remoteness of an area which can also impact health outcomes.9 The
four indices reflect different measures of socioeconomic status; the
choice of index used in analysis of cancer care outcomes could
potentially yield differing results. For example, the IRSD focuses
on relative social disadvantage only, while the IRSAD looks at
indicators of both relative social advantage and disadvantage. The
same geographical area with a mix of disadvantaged and
advantaged people may score low on the IRSD but moderate on the
IRSAD due to attenuating social advantage measures.3 The various
studies identified in this scoping review most commonly use IRSD,
which measures relative socioeconomic disadvantage. Four studies
used IRSAD (advantage and disadvantage) either alone or in addi-
tion to another index.9,14,19,20 The use of different indices may be
another reason for varying outcomes.

This review has several limitations. The studies included were
restricted to studies that had socioeconomic status as a main expo-
sure variable rather than as a co-variable that was adjusted for, as
well as specific outcomes of stage at presentation and/or survival.
This could potentially have excluded studies that had secondary
findings related to how socioeconomic status impacts colorectal
cancer outcomes. A meta-analysis of the data was unable to be per-
formed due to heterogeneity of study methodology and outcomes.

Conclusions

This scoping review summarizes the evidence of the impact of
socioeconomic disadvantage on colorectal cancer stage at presenta-
tion and survival. There is limited evidence that socioeconomic sta-
tus is associated with late stage at presentation. More studies
suggest evidence of an association between socioeconomic disad-
vantage and poorer survival, especially larger studies utilizing less
clinically-detailed cancer registry data. Further investigation is

required to analyse why socioeconomic disadvantage may be asso-
ciated with poorer survival.
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